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Fundamental Program 

 Our Fundamental School Program will be geared towards grades 

3-6.  The fundamental program acts as a next step for the Active Start 

curriculum.  Like Active Start, Fundamentals emphasizes general and 

transferable athletic skills like running and jumping and throwing but 

also begins to explore more sport specific skills.  Fundamentals looks 

at athletic skills involved in activities like soccer, basketball and soft-

ball.  These are just starting blocks.  You and your class may be using 

other sports or games to teach athletic skills so feel free to adapt and 

change what you see.  Active Start and Fundamental have overlap-

ping age ranges and this is because in the transition period some stu-

dents may be ready to progress while others still need more time to 

perfect their skills.  The programs are meant to meet the needs of your 

students so do not feel constrained by the age ranges.   
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FUNdamental Skills Section 
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Objectives 

 Further progress the skill of running. 

 Build on skill of jumping from Active Start  

 Refresh athletes on skill of throwing from Active Start  

 

Running 

 

                                                                                                                       
Teaching Cues 

 Demonstrate having elbows slightly bent while swinging the arms freely 

forward and backward at the sides. 

 Cue: Remind young athletes to have swinging L’s (arm position) while 

running  

 Cue: Remind them that the elbows brush the body. 

 Hint: Attach sponges to the elbow and tell them to brush their body with 

the sponge to get the correct feeling 

 Encourage athletes to keep their heads up and eyes forward.                                                                              

 Cue: Laser beam eyes – remind them to pick a target and point heir laser 

beam eyes at the target 

 Encourage them to slow down when changing directions. 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial uses arms for force production only slightly 
moves with heavy, flat-footed steps 
uses wider base of support ad feet may turn out 
running resembles a fast walk 

Intermediate 
  

displays some lift off the ground (flight between steps) 
swings arms sideway 
doesn’t display full extension of push-off leg 
displays less keen drive forward 

Mature may focus eyes forward; body may travel vertically (up 

and down) 
runs with flight, extending supporting leg at push-off 
bends arms at 90 degrees and swings in a forward and 

backward motion 
swings arms in opposition to feet 
brings recovery foot close to bum 
focuses eye forward 

Running 
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 Suggest pushing off from the balls of the feet and running lightly. 

 Hint: During warm-up, walk on the toes so they can feel the ball of the 

foot. 

 Practice kicking the heels up behind the body while running. 

 Hint: Kick  the target on the back side 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Running-con’t 
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Objectives 

 Introduce jumping for distance. 

 Focus on throwing for distance and accuracy. 

 

Jumping 

 
 

Teaching Cues 

 Provide verbal cues to encourage a backward swing and a full forward 

swing of arms 

 Cue: For backward swing, reach backwards to the wall 

 Cue: For backward swing, push rocket launchers (arms) back 

 Cue: For forward swing, reach for a favourite toy 

 Cue: For forward swing, hit the superman position 

 Land on toes 

 Cue: Motorcycle landings – feet shoulder-width 

apart, arms at shoulder and level in front, knees 

bent like riding a motorcycle 

 Knee bends 

 Cue: Like a spring, push sown on the coiled 

spring to explode off the floor 

 Cue: Tigger tails 

 Afraid to jump 

 Provide floor targets to jump on or over 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial displays little or no bending on take-off or landing 
leads with one foot on take-off 
uses arms in an unproductive (or counterproductive) manner 
may bend head down 

Intermediate make a small, preparatory crouch 
initiates hump by arm action with some forward swing 
takes off and/ or lands  evenly 
displays incomplete extension at take-off 
  

Mature takes off and lands on two feet (toe-ball-heel) 
bends knees and body at waist in preparation for the jump 
swings arms fully backward-forward direction 
extends body in flight 
focuses eyes forward 

Jumping  
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 Earthbound 

 Provide an opportunity to jump on a small trampoline or bouncing device 

 Progressions for Jumping: jumping in place, in directions (forwards, back-

wards, side to side), from various heights, for distance in patterns 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jumping-con’t 
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Objectives 

 Introduce competition for fun. 

 Continue to work on throwing for accuracy 

 

 

 

Teaching Cues 

 Focuses eyes on the target                                                                                                                                             

 Cue: laser eyes 

 Bends and holds elbow back at shoulder height behind ear 

 Cue: Point non-throwing arm at target so that arm makes a J-shape 

 Provide numerous opportunities and verbal cues for stepping with the foot 

opposite to the throwing arm 

 Hint: Use markers on the floor for stepping pattern 

 Cue: Throwing arm is Peanut Butter, opposite foot is Jelly – they come 

together 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial stands facing target 
holds elbows tightly against the body with elbow action 

mainly in the forward direction 
displays little or no trunk rotation 
does not shift body weight 
positions feet together 
displays little or no follow-through 

Intermediate steps forward on the same leg as throwing arm 
holds ball behind the head 
rotates shoulder towards throwing side 
shifts body weight from back to front 
makes arm action that is forward and high over the head 
  

Mature Focuses eyes on the target 
bends and holds elbow back at shoulder height behind ear 
rotates hips so that the opposite shoulder is in line with 

the target 
steps forward with the opposite foot to throwing arm 
shifts weight from back to front 
leads throw with elbow and follows throw down and 

across the body 

Throwing 
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 Cue: Use coloured bands or tape on each limb so that the two colours 

come together 

 Rotate hips so that the opposite shoulder is in line with the target 

 Cue: Tummy faces target. Pretend the tummy is a flashlight and point it at 

the target 

 Shift weight from back to front foot; practise rocking motion. If athlete is 

losing balance while throwing, take the body out of the throw and have 

him sit while practicing then progress to kneeling and then standing.  

 Point toes at target   

 Provide objects that are easy to grip 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Throwing-con’t 
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Objectives 

 Introduce kicking for a purpose 

 Introduce basic soccer-specific skills 

 

 

 

Teaching Cues 

 Start with a larger ball and work towards a smaller ball                                                                                                     

Start from stationary and move towards a moving object                                                                                         

Use markers beside the ball to have the athlete step beside the ball                                                                           

 Stand behind the ball and slightly to the side 

 Step forwards onto the marker with the non-kicking foot 

 Focus eyes on the ball 

 CUE: Watch the ball 

 Have the athlete swing the kicking leg back and then fully though from 

the hip 

 Hint: Use colours so that the two red limbs come forward and back at 

the same time  (Tie a string around the right hand and the right ankle.) 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial doesn’t prepare or follow through 
kicks at the ball 
uses arms for balance 
initiates kick at knee 
tends to use toes 
uses dominant leg 
holds body stiffly 

Intermediate does some preparation 
keeps the kicking leg bent 
tends to use top of the foot 
displays improved balance and body control 
relaxes body more 

Mature focuses eyes on the ball at contact 
steps beside the ball with non-kicking foot 
bends body at waist, initiating kick from hip 
bends kicking leg (knee over ball) to contact ball with 

shoelaces 
swings arms in opposition to kicking foot 
follows through with kicking leg pointing to the target 

Kicking 




